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Memristor-Based 
Computing 

 

In 1971, Leon Chua presented the theoretical basis for a 
passive two-terminal circuit device that he called a 
“memristor” (a contraction of memory and resistor).1 A 
memristor is a two-terminal device that behaves like a 
resistor, with the resistance depending on the history of the 

current passing through it. Initially, the idea was an interesting concept that had not been seen in 
nature; but more than three decades later, in 2008, HP Labs realized memristors in nanoscale 
titanium dioxide cross-point switches.2 Today, they are used in commercial microprocessors to 
provide nonvolatile memory on processor chips implemented with traditional CMOS. 

One of the attractions of memristors is that they facilitate the co-mingling of memory and pro-
cessing on the same chip. This is an example of the comment by Gordon Moore in his paper in 
Electronics3 in which he suggested what is now called Moore’s law. He wrote, “For example, 
memories built of integrated electronics may be distributed throughout the machine instead of 
being concentrated in a central unit.” Distributing the memory through the processor is a way to 
eliminate the von Neumann bottleneck where the memory and processor are separated by a 
memory bus that slows the processing and greatly increases the power consumption of the sys-
tem. In many applications, memristor memory can act as a site for storing data, and memristors 
can perform the desired computations. 

This special issue contains two department articles and four peer-reviewed papers on memristors. 
In the first department article, Leon Chua—the inventor of memristors—describes the history of 
memristors. Chua first explains the events and the thought process surrounding the invention of 
the memristor while he was at Purdue University in 1970. He then discusses the progress that led 
to the fabrication of the device in 2008. After describing the recent progress in manufacturing 
these devices, he closes the article by reproducing some of the historical artifacts surrounding the 
development of the memristor. 

Next, “Not in Name Alone: A Memristive Memory Processing Unit for Real In-Memory Pro-
cessing” describes a system that uses memristors to perform digital processing and memory on 
the same chip. It implements processing in memory, eliminating the von Neumann bottleneck 
that arises when the processor and memory are separate units that communicate through a 
memory data bus. By modifying the controller to the memristive array (and the row decoders and 
drivers), it is possible to do digital computations at the memory. 

“Defect-Tolerant Logic Synthesis for Memristor Crossbars with Performance Evaluation” shows 
multiple logic-synthesis techniques to implement Boolean functions on memristor crossbar ar-
rays. It also presents a defect model and a defect-tolerant design strategy for memristive arrays. 

“Enabling Full Associativity with Memristive Address Decoder” presents a memristor-based 
address decoder for use with a RAM. By utilizing a memristive NAND gate, an associative de-
coder can enable associative access at the timing and energy cost of ordinary memory. The 
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memristor-based decoder is then utilized to implement an associative cache, a content-
addressable memory, or a virtually addressable memory.  

“Newton: Gravitating Towards the Physical Limits of Crossbar Acceleration” describes an ana-
log neural-network accelerator built using memristors. The acceleration is achieved by imple-
menting vector multiplication on memristor crossbars, taking advantage of the memristor storage 
and compute abilities. The weights of the neural network are stored in the memristor cells, and 
the input values are fed to the crossbars. By doing the computation within the memory, the data 
movement in the system is drastically reduced, and the resulting system is very power- and ener-
gy-efficient. 

The special issue concludes with a short department article that presents some emerging trends 
that might influence the future of memristors. Deji Akinwande describes some recently observed 
circuit effects in atomically thin materials. The recent invention of nonvolatile resistance switch-
ing in atomic sheets of transition metal-based materials4 points to the possibility of memristors 
that are just one-atom thick. Akinwande’s research team has coined the term “atomristors” to 
refer to these devices. 
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